














































































































What is 20101 12010 t 2010 2010 2010

2010 t 12010 t 2010 2010 2010

2010 t 2010 2010 2010 t 2010

2010

Each letter in the abbreviation shown is rotated
through 900 clockwise Which of the following could be
the result

c

K IT so the answer is E
M 3
1 1

Which of the following could have a length of
2010mm

A a table B an oil tanker C a teaspoon
D a school hall E a hen's egg
We have 10mm I cm so 2010mm 201cm I 2M

B and D are too large while C and E are too

small The answer is A
If the net shown is folded to make a cube which
letter is opposite X

















































































































A and B must be opposites and c and E must

be opposites so the letter opposite X is D

The diagram shows a pattern of 16 circles inside a

square The central circle passes through the points
where the other circles touch The circles divide the
square into regions How many regions are there

Outer region 1

Yellow regions 5
Red regions 10
Green regions 10

Blue regions 5

Inner region 1

So the total number of
regions is

1 5 t lo t lo t s t l 32

Which of the following has the largest value

At 6 I B 5 if c 4 I D 3 Is














































































































E 2 f
we have Getz 6 2 12

5 5 3 15

4 I 4 4 16

3 Is 3 5 IS

2 I 2 6 12

So the answer is C

what is the tens digit of the product of the
numbers from 1 to 99
The product includes 2 5 10 100 so it is a

multiple of 100 and therefore the tens digit is 0
In a triangle with angles x y Z the mean of y
and Z is K Find x

We have
y x
Z

ytz 2x

By angle sum of a triangle

Ktytz 180

at 2x 180

x 60
Which of the following is the longest period of
time














































































































A 3002 hours B 125 days C 174 weeks

D 4 months E of a year
we have

1 year 12 months

t year 4 months

and 1 year 52 weeks

t year 17 weeks

17 t weeks
and 1 week 7 days

17 z weeks 122.5 days
125 days

and 1 day 24 hours

125 days 3000 hours

3002 hours

so the answer is A
Prize money is awarded for 1st 2nd and 3rd in a

contest in the ratio 3 2 L Last year 3rd prize
was shared equally between two people What
Fraction of the total prize money did one of
them receive

1st 3x
2nd 2x
3rd x
















































































































So each of the 3rd placegelters will receive

Kz The total money is Gx So the Fraction
awarded to them is

I I
12Gx

In the diagram shown all angles are right
angles and all the sides are of length 1,2 or 3

units What is the area of the shaded region
Construct a rectangle around the
shape as shown below
The area of the whole rectangle
is 7 8 56

The area of the unshaded
parts is 31 41 31 4 1 16 30

So the shaded
area is

2 56 30 26

i e
I i f

i i I i i
l l l 3I I tI l ll i

2
i I

3 3 2














































































































Sir Lance has a lot of tables and chairs in his
house Each rectangular table seats eight people and
each round table seats Five people What is the

Smallest number of tables he will need to use to

seat 35 guests and himself without any of the

seating around the tables remaining unoccupied
We need to seat 36 people
The multiples of 8 less than 36 are 8,16 24,32 To
minimise the number of tables put as many people
as possible on the larger rectangular tables
We have

36 8 28
36 16 20
36 24 12
36 32 4

The only one of these which is a multiple of 5
is 20
So we have 36 2 8 t 4 5 and will therefore
need 2 4 6 tables
The diagram shows a Lusona a sand picture of the
Tshokue people From the West Central Bantu area of Africa
To draw a Lusona the artist uses a stick to draw a

single line in the sand starting and ending in the same

place without lifting the stick in between At which point
could this Lusona have started

The answer is B


















































































































The green line will be below
all other lines

v
The purple line crosses over the

As
green line

other crosses over both

In this way all intersections are

correctly layered

The Severn Bridge has carried just over 300

million vehicles since it was opened in 1966 On

average roughly how many vehicles is this per day
until the year 2010
There are approximately 400 days in a year and
the given time period is about 40 years
So the average number of vehicles per day is

300 X 106 5I 10
40 400

16

3 0.0625 x 105

3 6250

I 20 000

















































































































A 6 by 8 and a 7 by 9 rectangle overlap with one

corner coinciding as shown What is the area of the

region outside the overlap

The distance marked in orange is
8 7 1
The distance marked in green is

9 6 3
So the shaded area is

6 1 t 7 3

11 6 21

27

One exam paper is worth 18 of the total mark
The maximum possible mark on this paper was 108
How many marks were available overall
Suppose that x is the number of marks available
overall Then

18
Too K 108

X 108 100 600
18
















































































































The lengths of the sides of the equilateral triangle PQR
are shown Which of the following could not be the
values of x and y
A 18,121 B 15,10 C 12,8 D 10,6 E 3,2

we have
set 2g 5g x

2x 3g
so 3zy

we obtain the same result From choosing any two of
the three sides to equate
So the answer cannot be D
Sam's 101st birthday is tomorrow His age changes from a

square number too to a prime number lol How many
times has this happened before in Sam's lifetime

SquarenumberNextnumberprin
o l x
l 2
4 5
9 to X

1716
25 26 X

36 37
49 50
64 65 X

81 82
So the answer is 4


















































































































Pat needs to travel down every one of the roads
shown at least once starting and Finishing at home
What is the smallest number of the Five villages that
Pat will have to visit more than once

Since Wytham Bentonville and
Pencaster all have three or

more roads connected to them
he must pass through those
towns more than once a

single trip through a town
uses only two roads

It is possible to find routes using only 3

start by following the green
7 lines then the orange
t So the answer is 3
eet
pt c

Choose 7 different positive whole numbers whose mean

is 7 What is the largest possible number that
could be chosen

To maximise one of the numbers minimise the other

6 So choose 1 2,3 4 5 6 The mean of the 7

numbers is 7 so their sum is 49 Hence the
last number is 49 It 6 28
















































































































A shape consisting of a number of regular hexagons is
made by continuing to the right the pattern shown in

the diagram with each extra hexagon sharing one side
with the preceding one Each hexagon has a side length
of 1cm How many hexagons are required for the
perimeter of the whole shape to have length 2010cm

In a chain of n hexagons the First and last contribute
a length of 5 each to the perimeter and the middle
n 2 contribute 4 each

If the shape has a perimeter of 2010 then

2 5 t 4 n 2 2010

4th 2 2000

n 2 500

n 502
Kiran writes down six different prime numbers
pig r s t U all less than 20 Such that

ptq rts ttu

What is the value of ptg
List the primes below 20 2,3 5,7 11 13,17 19
Note that 2 cannot be included since the sun of an

even and odd number will be odd while the sum of two
odds will be even
















































































































The sum of the remaining numbers is 75 The sum of the
six primes making up the pairs must also be a multiple
of 3 each of three pairs has the same sum So the

number which isn't included is 3 and the sum of each

pair is therefore

175334 723 24

A single polygon is made by joining dots in the 4x4
grid with straight lines which meet only at dots at
their endpoints No dot is at more than one corner

The diagram shows a five sided polygon formed in this
way What is the greatest possible number of sides
of a polygon formed by joining the dots with these
same rules

The number of sides of a polygon
is equal to the number of
corners it has

There are 16 dots in the diagram
each being at most one corner so

the maximum number of sides is 16

THT It is possible to achieve this
see diagram on the left

Hence the answer is 16

k.lu
































The year 2010 belongs to a special sequence of 25

Consecutive years each number from 1988 to 2012
Contains a repeated digit Each of the Following belongs to
a sequence of consecutive years where each number
in the sequence contains at least one repeated digit
Which of them belongs to the next such sequence of at
least 20 years
A 2099 B 2120 C 2199 D 2989 E 3299

Consider each in turn

2099 2098 is not in the sequence 2100,2101 2102 will

be but it ends at 2103
2120 going backwards the years from 2110 to 2119 are

all in the sequence but it stops at 2109 Going forwards
the years 2121 2129 are all in the sequence but it

stops at 2130 To Find the length of the sequence
2110 E n e 2129

I E n 2109 E 20

So this sequence is 20 years long and hence the
answer is 13
What is the value of Pt QTR in the multiplication
shown

P Q P Q
x R R R

63902 7



We have RRR Rx Ill
and pQPQ PQ x 101
So pQpQx RRR 639027

PQ x 101 x R x 111 639027

PQ x R 6390272 57
101 111

Factorise 57 57 1 or 19 3

Casely 10 5 0 7 R L
Then PtQtR 13
Casely p l Q 9 R 3
Then P QTR 13


